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Abstract

Corpora of transcribed and annotated dialogues
are very useful for developing and evaluating the
coverage of algorithms for discourse generation
and interpretation and dialogue modelling. On
the other hand, there is no agreement on the
choice of units and conventions for annotating
discourse constituents, and the annotation pro-
cess can be difficult and prone to inconsistencies.
This paper presents N.b., a graphical user inter-
face for annotating the discourse structure of spo-
ken dialogue. Different annotation instructions
and different theories about discourse interpreta-
tion and generation can be easily incorporated
in the annotation process without the need of
changing the graphical user interface. The in-
structions and the annotated text are displayed
in a clear-cut way, and typing is reduced to a
minimum. We describe how to use N.b. for an-
notating embedded discourse segments and the
system’s end-to-end performance in a transcribed
dialogue.

Introduction

Research and development of human language tech-
nology typically relies on the availability of suitably
collected corpora. Such corpora can help researchers
understand the regularity/variability of the linguis-
tic phenomena under investigation, propose computa-
tional models to mimic their behavior, estimate the
parameters of the models, and evaluate the effective-
ness of either the models or systems that embed these
models(Goodine et al. 92, Silverman el al. 92, Hirsh-
man et al. 93). To develop phonetic recognition algo-
rithms, for example, researchers in the US have relied
on the TIMIT corpus (Lamel et al. 86) to understand
the acoustic realizations of phonemes under varying
phonetic environments, thereby developing phonetic
models to capture such contextual variations (Lee and
Hon 89, Goldenthal and Glass 94).

For a corpus to be truly useful, it must be properly
annotated. Corpus annotation involves defining the in-
ventory of constituent units (phonemes, syntactic cat-
egories, semantic categories, etc.), together with a set

of annotation conventions. For example, at the syn-
tactic level, pronouns might be annotated along with
the noun phrases they refer to (Walker 89) and at the
semantic level, phrases might be annotated with their
meaning according to formal models like logical forms
or semantic frames (Allen 94).

Annotation of low-level linguistic phenomena, such
as phonetic variants and disfluencies, are relatively
straightforward, since agreement on the choices of units
and conventions can often be reached (Lee and Hon 89,
Silverman et al. 92). As a result, the task of annota-
tion can often be shared across site, and the aggregate
corpora are larger and more useful to a wider commu-
nity. As we move up the linguistic chain, however, the
picture can rapidly deteriorate. In most cases, the con-
troversy stems from the fact that the choice of units
and conventions are often tied to linguistic theories
that are not universally subscribed. Therefore, corpora
annotated by one site may not be useful to researchers
from other sites, leading to duplication of effort and
inhibiting cross-system comparisons. One approach to
dealing with this problem is to provide a set of minimal,
theory-neutral annotations. The Penn Treebank (Mar-
cus et al. 93) is an excellent example of linguistic data
annotated using this approach. Syntactic structure of
sentences is implicitly described by bracketing major
constituents without actually attaching labels to them.
While there were some initial doubts regarding the ul-
timate utility of such an annotation scheme, they were
largely put to rest once researchers had a chance to
make use of the corpus. The Penn Treebank has been
instrumental in facilitating the comparison of several
general English parsers (Black 93).

Over the past few years, our group has been involved
with research and development of interactive conversa-
tional systems, i.e., systems that can understand and
respond to verbal input. We have become increas-
ingly aware of the importance of discourse and dialogue
modelling, and the need for properly annotated data
to aid research in this area. To uncover the discourse
structure of a dialogue, utterances might be classified
into speech acts. Sequences of utterances might be
bracketed into a multi-level structure of embedded seg-
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O] System : Okay.

I] User : I’d like to Fly from boston to pittsburgh

Z] System : what date will you be travelling on?

3] User ; october twelfth

4] System : what tlme wlll you be leaving.

5] User : after five p m

6] System : The earliest Flight leaving after 5:00 P.M, is usair Flight 128. It leaves at

System : The e&rllest other Flight leavlng after S:00 P,M. Is Usalr fllght 127. It

:;[ g] user : how about after six o’clock

10] System : United Flight 561 and 6177 leaves at 6:ZO A.M,, connects in Washington and

:[ 11] User : I mean six p m

[ 12] System : American flight 463 and li04 leaves at 6:00 P.M., connects In Chicago arld
arrives at 10:38 P.M

13] User : are there any other Flights leaving after six p m

Figure 1: N.b. main window at the beginning of a discourse annotation session. The top left area displays annotation
instructions and choices for the current sentence (sentence 7) and the main text panel (bottom right) displays 
window of the text to be annotated. The current sentence is displayed in a different color in the center of the text
panel.

ments, and each segment might be annotated with its
purpose with respect to the entire discourse (Grosz and
Sidner 86, Mann and Thompson 88, Cohen e~ al. 90,
Moore and Pollack 92, Hovy 93, Allen 94). Uncovering
the discourse structure is a difficult task to accomplish
and to evaluate (Rotondo 84). Recent work on human
discourse annotation reliability (Grosz and Hirshberg
92, Passoneau and Litman 93) and discourse segmen-
tation algorithms (Morris and Hirst 91, Hearst 94) has
inspired us to investigate general discourse annotation
methods and evaluation tools.

Following the example set forth by the Penn Tree-
bank project, we have decided to develop a minimal
and theory neutral annotation method. We believe
that the development of efficient annotation tools con-
stitutes an important aspect of this research. In a
typical annotation session, a subject is presented with
some instructions and with the text to be annotated,
and is expected to produce an annotated text accord-
ing to a specified format. This process can be dif-
ficult, time consuming and prone to inconsistencies,
unless the subject is provided with an appropriate in-
terface for entering the annotation. A good set of tools
can greatly facilitate the annotation process, both in

throughput, accuracy, and consistency, thereby leading
to useful data that can serve the needs of the research
community.

We think that the ideal interface should be ergonom-
ical and portable. By ergonomical we mean that it
should present the annotation instructions and the an-
notated text in a clear-cut way, so that subjects will be
able to produce a consistent annotation without diffi-
culty. By portable we mean that the interface should
be general enough to accomodate a large variety of an-
notating instructions and linguistic theories, so that
changes in the instruction formats and different exper-
imental conditions can be incorporated easily, possibly
without modifying the internal structure of the inter-
face software.

In the following sections, we describe N.b. (No¢a
Benet)’ a dialogue annotation tool that we are devel-
oping with the goal of meeting the two requirements of
ergonomicity and portability. We will describe its func-
tions, provide some examples of how it can be used,
and summarize future development plans.

1N.b. stands for the Latin Nota Bene which means to
annotate well.
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[ 5] User : after Five p m
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at 5:ZO P.M. and arrives at 7:08 P.M.
( Close_Segment "Usa%r Flight IZ8" 

( Open_Segment "Request other Flights" 
[ ?] User : are there any other flights

[ 8] System : The earliest other Flight leaving after 5:00 PM. is Usair flight 127. It
leaves at S:30 P.M. and arrives at 7:15 PM.

[ g] User : how about after six o’clock

[ 10] System : United flight 581 and 6177 leaves at 6:ZO A.M., connects in washington atld
arrives at 10:00 A.M.

Figure 2: Using N.b. to annotate embedded discourse segment boundaries. The annotator has chosen to close the
segment named Request Info from boston to pittsburgh at sentence 5. The text is indented by the program according
to the proposed segmentation.

Overview of N.b.

N.b. is a graphical user interface for editing annotations
of text and transcribed speech according to instruction
sequences specified in program arguments. In this sec-
tion we give an overview of the user interface and in the
following sections we describe how the program works
and how to specify annotation instructions by way of
two simple examples.

Figure 1 shows the main window in the current im-
plementation after loading a log file with the transcrip-
tion of an actual human-computer travel planning dia-
logue using the PEOASUS spoken language system (Zue
et al. 94). The window presents to the user the in-
formation necessary for annotating the discourse seg-
ments of the dialogue. The main window is divided
into two different areas. The annotation area for each
sentence is located at the top left and the main text
panel displaying the annotated text is located in the
bottom right.

Annotation Area

The top left rectangular area displays the annotation
instructions and annotation choices available for each
sentence. A message displays brief instructions for an-

notating the current sentence. A text panel displays
the available choices for annotating the current sen-
tence. The annotator can grab text from this text
panel to build annotations. In the figure, the current
sentence is number 71 the current field is named Now,
and the annotator has the options of opening a new
segment, closing a segment, or linking two segments.
Annotation instructions, fields, and messages are all
program arguments specified in a configuration file.

Annotate Buttons

After the annotator has entered a value, she or he has
the options of deleting the last annotation step (Undo),
clearing the annotation field (Clear), accepting the an-
notation and proceed according to instructions (Ac-
cept), or scroll to the next sentence (- >).

Check Buttons
When clicked, these buttons call functions that help
in evaluating the consistency of the annotation pro-
cess. The functions being computed depend on the
annotation instructions and are specified as external
programs. In the case of discourse segmentation, the
Check All button shows a popup window with the an-
notated text pret~y-prin~ed with each segment assigned



to a different color and an appropriate level of indenta-
tion. The Check One button highlights one discourse
segment at the time, and the Check Entry button dis-
plays all the annotations entered for the current sen-
tence and the list of segments.

Scroll Buttons
Nine scroll buttons can center the main text panel to
the first sentence (Begin), to the last one (End), to 
currently annotated sentence (Here), to the preceding
(< -) or next sentence (- >), to the preceding page 
--) or the next page (-- >) or to specific annotated
end-points (11 < - and - > II), The annotator can
scroll back and forth through the entire text and does
not need to annotate the sentences in any particular
order.

Main Text Panel
Tile main text panel displays a window of the anno-
tated text. The currently annotated sentence (sentence
7 in Figure l) is highlighted in a different color in the
center of tile text panel. The annotator can grab words
and phrases from this text panel with the mouse to
build annotation strings.

File Buttons

These buttons are used for loading text files and anno-
tated text files, saving annotated text files, and quit-
ting the program.

Input Buttons

Input Text shows a large popup window with the entire
input text file. Input Signal runs an external program
for viewing the speech waveform corresponding to the
current sentence, and Input Play plays back the speech
waveform corresponding to the current sentence. Play-
back and editing commands are specified as external
programs in a configuration file.

Sentence Buttons

These buttons can be used for editing the text. Sen-
tence Break is used for breaking the sentence into two
or more separate units for annotating them separately,
and Sentence Merge is used for merging two sentences
into one single unit to be annotated.

Using N.b.
In the following, we illustrate N.b. works and how
to write annotating instruction sequences by way of
two simple examples. We annotate an actual human-
machine dialogue using PEGASUS. This is a mixed ini-
tiative system in which the machine may prompt the
user for specific missing information in order to specify
the user’s request, and misunderstandings may occur
because of speech recognition errors or semantic anal-
ysis failures. In the first example, the task is to anno-
tate the discourse segments. In the second example,

the task is to evaluate the system’s performance in the
dialogue, proceeding utterance by utterance.

Annotating Discourse Segments

For each sentence, the initial choices are either
Link , Open_Segment, Close_Segment, or Evaluate
Dialogue. This last field is used for answering some
questions about global properties of the dialogue,
such as what are the customer and the agent goals
and whether or not the dialogue has been success-
ful. The annotator can bracket the text with em-
bedded segments (see Figure 2). Segment bound-
aries are annotated in the text with the words
(Open_Segment Name) and (Close_Segment Name)
Names can specify discourse segment purposes or in-
tentions and provide easily memorized identifiers for
each segment. They can either correspond to specific
keywords displayed in the text panels, or they may
be typed in. The entire text is indented automati-
cally according to the proposed segmentation. Warn-
ing messages are issued when crossing brackets vio-
late the balanced structure of the segment sequence.
If the annotator wishes to model the segments with a
graph structure rather than with a tree structure, she
or he can link two or more non-overlapping segments
using the command Link, at which point N.b. prompts
for selecting the names of the segments to be linked.
The commands Open_Segment and Close_Segment
can be used to move existing segment end-points in
the annotated text. The Undo button can be used
at each sentence to delete annotations and backtrack
to a previous annotation step. For example, undo-
ing (Open_Segment Name) effectively deletes a seg-
ment from the annotated text.

In Figure 2, the annotator has cho-
sen Close Segment for sentence 5. Then, the program
displays a list of existing segments in the Available
Choices text panel. When the annotator grabs the
words Request Info from boston to pittsburgh with the
mouse, the choice is displayed in the annotation text
field, the segment is closed, and the annotated text is
automatically indented and displayed again.

The annotation instructions for opening and closing
segments are specified in a configuration text file. The
instructions are illustrated at the top of Figure 4 at
the end of this paper. The instructions specify the
name and the possible values for each field to be an-
notated and in which order the fields should be filled
out. For each field, we specify its name, what to dis-
play in the Available Choices text panel, what field has
to be annotated after each one of the choices has been
made, a default next field, and the instruction mes-
sage to be displayed. The statement Display Field
specify to display all the values that have been entered
for Field up to the current sentence. The statement
Display 0pen_Segment specifies to display all the seg-
ments annotated between the first sentence and the
current sentence.
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User_Input Answerable_In_Context )

6] System : Hold on ~hlle ! retrieve the flights from Boston to Pittsburgh leaving after
:00 P.M, on Wednesday October twelfth.
System_Output Statement )
Evaluation Appropriate )

7] System ,. The earliest flight leaving after 5:00 P,M, Is Usair flight 128. It leaves at

System_Output Answer )
Ev&lu&tlon Correct )

8] User : are there any other Flights
User_Input Answerable_In_Context )

System : The earllest other Flight leaving after 5:00 P.M, Is Usair flight 127. It

System_Output Answer )

User : how about after six o’clock
User_Input Answerable_In_Context )

11] System : Hold on while I retrieve the flights leaving after 6:00 A.M.
System_Output Statement )
Evaluation Incorrect )

t2] System : United flight 58t and 6177 leaves at 6:20 AM., connects In Washington and
&t tO:O0 A.M.

System_Output Answer )
Evaluation Incorrect )

User_Input Answerable_In_context )

Figure 3: Using N.b. to evaluate the behavior of a spoken language system. The annotator can classify the user’s
input and evaluate the correctness of the system’s output using key words proposed by the interface.

Evaluating A Spoken Language System

In this example, we use N.b. for annotating each sen-
tence separately with specific sequences of key words.
The task is to evaluate the end-to-end performance
of the PEGASUS system for the transcribed dialogue.
The main window at the end of the annotating session
is displayed in Figure 3, and the bottom of figure 4
displays the annotation instructions for evaluating the
system’s performance.

When evaluating the system’s utterance, first the
annotator has to classify it according to some types
such as question or Answer and then she or he has to
evaluate the sentence by grabbing one of the available
choices, at which point instead of annotating another
field, Go To_Next_Entry specifies to scroll the main
text panel to the next sentence. Different evaluation
protocols can be easily integrated in the annotation
process by changing the specifications in the configu-
ration file.

Conclusions
In this paper we have presented N.b., a graphical user
interface for annotating spoken dialogue in a consistent
fashion, with typing reduced to the minimum, accord-
ing to instruction sequences that can be easily specified

and modified.
Currently, we are testing and improving the various

parts of the program in order to ensure ergonomicity
and portability with respect to different annotation in-
structions, and to allow for maximum flexibility for
input and output file formats. We are using this in-
terface for developing a minimal and theory neutral
annotation method of corpora of naturally occuring
task-oriented human-human telephone conversations.
We succesfully completed an experiment for evaluating
the inter-subject annotation agreement with a corpus
of 12 recorded telephone conversations between cus-
tomer and agent, each conversation being annotated
by 5 different subjects. We are also investigating the
definition of evaluation criteria such as precision, re-
call, and accuracy for the problem of comparing em-
bedded non-linear bracketings of text. The evaluation
of the annotated data will serve as benchmark study
for assessing the human performance in this annotation
task and the basis for developing and evaluating an al-
gorithm for the discovery of the discourse constituents
of spoken dialogue.

We hope that the annotating instruction specifica-
tions of N.b. are general enough to accomodate a large
variety of linguistic theories, and even different annota-
tion purposes than the ones we are currently interested
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FIELD
Now

CHOICES
Link
Open_Segment
CloseSegment
Evaluate_Dialogue -> Client_Goal
Default -> More

HELP

-> Refer_To
-> Open_Segment
-> Close_Segment

Link current segment to a closed
segment/ Open a new segment/
Close a segment/ Evaluate dialogue

END
FIELD

Close_Segment
CHOICES

Display Open_Segment
Default -> More

HELP
Select the name of the segment
that you wish to close.

END

FIELD
System_Output

CHOICES
Statement
Answer

Question
Answer_With_Question
Statement With_Question
Failure_To_Understand -> Go To_Next_Entry
Unclear -> Go_To_Next_Entry
Default -> Evaluation

HELP
Classify the type of the system’s output

END
FIELD

Evaluation
CHOICES

Appropriate
Inappropriate
Correct

Partially_Correct
Incorrect
Unevaluable
Default -> Go_To_NextEntry

HELP
Please evaluate the system’s output

END

Figure 4: Two examples of annotation instructions
specifications. Top: Instructions for annotating dis-
course segments. Bottom: Instructions for evaluating
a spoken language system. The instructions specify
the name and the possible values for each field to be
annotated and in which order the fields should be filled
out.

in.
While N.b. is intended for annotating discourse in

spoken dialogue, we found that it can be used for other
tasks, such as evaluating spoken language system per-
formance. We think it is also possible to use N.b. for
annotating words and phrases with their syntactic or
semantic categories.

Currently, the program has been implemented in C
on a Sun workstation under the X windows graphic
environment. When the program will reach a deliver-
able state, N.b. will be available to all interested re-
searchers.
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